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• Current publication lists important 
• Little time to keep up to date
• Untenured faculty = everything
• Tenured faculty = highlighted 
publications
• Reuse important
Summer 2007
Interviews and
 focus groups
at UW-Madison
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stack
Borrowed from: http://www.joeydevilla.com/
Ruby on Rails
+
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View research 
communities on 
campus
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Generates DOT 
files for Graphviz 
or Tulip
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copyright 
instruction
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2054 faculty =1,000,000+ citation name strings
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Name Strings 23,081
Citation Name Strings 4,615
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Publishers 550 (792)
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 Dane D Morgan  
Engineering
 David O Morgan  
History
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verify correct
author
certainty begins 
at zero
two potential authors at UW-Madison
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we know more 
and more about 
Dane D Morgan
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citation
our algorithm
 falsely suggests 
Dane D Morgan may 
have written this...
 it’s not perfect
really David O Morgan
wrote this paper
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We’re pretty good 
at identifying 
David O Morgan
citations now.
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Very Soon!
I promise.  Because...
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• Half day tutorial, please register
• May Monday, June 16, 1:00pm - 4:30pm
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